When scientists start grumblingand we do grumble a lot -much breath gets spent on how competitive science has become. Some of this is plainly nostalgia for a non-existent time when science was pure, everyone was funded, and there was plenty of time to dabble or to think.
Even allowing for nostalgia, though, it does seem that the pressure of competition is growing yearly. Scientists spend more and more energy on the business of competition (position-hunting, grant-writing, resumé-massaging and so forth). In return, we seem to get less and less return for the same amount of effort. More people are applying for each position, so each person needs to send more letters; as the proportion of grants that get funded drops, everyone needs to write more applications to get the same money; jobs and tenure are harder to get, and less secure for the lucky winners. The resulting pressure is bad for scientists' lives, and visibly does no good to the quality of science itself. Small wonder it's such a favourite hate.
Unfortunately, this competitiveness is as inevitable as death or taxes. The cost of doing research is growing rapidly, and (despite the increasing pressure and decreasing security) more people are finishing PhDs and claiming a slice of the pie. Unless someone decides to limit the number of graduate students and post-docs entering the system -and who has the authority to decide that? -the struggle for resources will continue.
It's perfectly Darwinian; only the fittest can survive. The four horsemen of the apocalypse (for academics, these would probably be: grant and publication referees, tenure boards and search committees) cut down the surplus, and science should constantly improve. So long as the competition is correctly judged, the best people should come to the top, and nobody should have anything to complain about. And yet, complain we do.
To get to the root of all this grumbling in true newsroom style, I performed a small and unscientific survey. Anyone who bumped into me in the corridor or tearoom was asked a simple question: "What should one do to become a successful scientist?". Presumably, if my interviewees believed that scientists were judged fairly, they would answer something like "Do good experiments", or "Make interesting discoveries."
The outcome was surprising, not because of any particular answers (although I completely disagreed with "Read Karl Popper"), but because of the split between established and not-yet-established researchers. Established scientists -those with their own labs, long-term positions and so forth -nearly all thought the best way to succeed was by doing good science. Graduate students and post-docs, however, almost never mentioned experiments. The cynical thought the secret of success was knowing the right people, or being in the right place; the non-cynical majority nearly all believed the secret was to do as much hard work as possible. I had been prepared for high levels of cynicism, but the opinions of the non-cynical were just as upsetting. The people who will make up the next generation of scientists seem to think that quantity of research is more important than quality.
Hard work is usually judged by output, and the number of publications bearing a worker's name is crucial. On its own, this is a foolish measure, for reasons that are well known. Easy and repetitive work generates more papers than challenging or novel research. Subsidiary authorship often goes to buddies, and to those who provide reagents and/or patients, not to those who lay groundwork or think deeply about implications. Equally, if quantity of research is so central, getting pregnant can make you about six months 'less good' as a scientist, and a virus or an accident could lose you even more worthiness. This is not to say that unproductive researchers should be supported, just that the contribution of scientists does not simply equal the number of papers bearing their names.
People have (sometimes belatedly) started recognizing this. Many US universities judge applicants on their best two or three papers, and the recent assessment of British university departments only considered four publications per research group. Quantity of publications still counts, however, and upand-coming scientists notice; hence, presumably, the results of my survey. In a sense, it makes no difference whether the emphasis on quantity is real or imagined. If young scientists believe they cannot afford to take risks or explore new avenues, they never will, even though the results are detrimental to them and to science.
So who is responsible for this squirrel mentality? It can't be anyone from outside science. The people who judge scientists, be it for grants, jobs or tenure, are scientists themselves. Competition is inevitable, but we are the people who decide the rules by which the competition is judged. We could make life a lot easier by grumbling less, imagining more, and spending our energy talking about implausible experiments or interesting theories. Above all, we could do a better job of ensuringand demonstrating -that the key to being a successful scientist is not just work or politics, but doing interesting science. As Walt Kelly said, "We have seen the enemy, and he is us."
